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INTRODUCTION 
The prospects of substantial genetic improvement have been well documented in several fish 
species (Gjedrem, 1997). This potential should be exploited through effective and sustainable 
genetic improvement programs to develop strains for aquaculture with better performance, 
resource efficiency and product quality. Well-designed schemes are also needed for the 
sustainable use of genetic resources as a safeguard against future changes in both production 
and market conditions (Hammond, 1994). 
 
The first large scale selective breeding program for farmed fish was set up for Atlantic salmon 
in the nineteen seventies (Gjedrem, 1992 ; Gjøen and Bentsen, 1997). The design of this 
program was based on basic knowledge in quantitative genetics, experiences from livestock 
programs and available technologies. Full-sib families were reared separately until tagging size 
and family identification was obtained by cold-branding and fin-clipping. With the exception 
of some improvements (i.e. more traits in the breeding objective, more families tested and 
earlier and individual tagging using PIT tags) few changes have been taken place since then. 
Other family based programs for salmonids and other species, developed mainly in the late 
nineteen eighties and nineties, have to a large extent followed the same design.  
 
The possibilities and constraints for the design of fish breeding programs have been discussed 
in general terms (Gall, 1990 ; Bentsen and Gjerde, 1994), but studies on optimum designs are 
few and limited to programs under mass selection (Gjerde et al., 1996 ; Villanueva et al., 
1996). Thus the structure of current genetic improvement programs for fish species is only 
partially based on well-defined scientific grounds.  
 
This paper highlights opportunities and challenges in designing sustainable fish breeding 
programs taking into account the reproductive characteristics of fish species (high fecundity 
and possibility to collect eggs and semen separately) as well as recent and possible future 
technological developments that may influence the design of such programs.  
 
BASE POPULATION 
The first step to start a breeding program is to collect the genetic material that forms the base 
population. In Norway, genetic material for Atlantic salmon was sampled from 40 river strains 
(Gjedrem et al., 1991) and no restriction was placed on strain contribution during the first 
generations. This resulted in an initial selection between strains. An alternative is to primarily 
mate animals from different strains before starting selection and apply low selection intensity 
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during the first generations of selection as it has been done for Nile tilapia in the Philippines 
(Bentsen et al. 1997). This may secure the maintenance of a broad genetic variability (allelic 
diversity) that would allow long-term selection response and a stepwise inclusion of new traits 
in the breeding goal. In fish breeding, no study has focused so far on the effect of the design of 
the base population (i.e. the number of individuals to be sampled from one or several founder 
strains, their mixing, and the intensity of selection to be applied during the initial generations) 
on the magnitude and variability of the long-term selection response and inbreeding. Worth 
notice is that molecular measures of genetic diversity do not seem to be informative about the 
quantitative genetic variation of a population (Reed and Frankham, 2001). 
 
BREEDING PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
A typical large-scale family based breeding program for fish is composed of three main 
elements: breeding nucleus, test units and multiplier units. 
 
Breeding nucleus. The breeding nucleus typically consists of full-sib and paternal or maternal 
half-sib family groups produced from nested designs, but the reproductive characteristics of 
fish are also well suited for partial and complete factorial designs (Berg and Henryon, 1998 ; 
Dupont-Nivet et al., 2002). Generations are usually discrete but in some species the use of 
light regimes makes possible to produce cohorts of families at regular intervals throughout the 
year leading to overlapping generations. Currently, full-sib families are reared separately until 
individuals are large enough for tagging by physical methods. The use of DNA markers for 
parental assignment may facilitates pooling of families at fertilisation or shortly thereafter thus 
eliminating the need for costly multitank facilities and the problem of confounding genetic and 
common environmental effects (Doyle and Herbinger, 1994). 
 
Parental assignment based on molecular markers carries some risks related to the 
representation of individual families. With variable survival rate among families the breeding 
population can become unbalanced leading to decreased selection intensities and accuracies. 
The risk of unbalanced structures makes effective programs difficult to apply, as the number of 
individuals that need to be genotyped for molecular markers (to ensure equal representation of 
families) may become very large and the costs too high.  
 
The DNA markers characterised for commercial species are sufficient for assigning correctly 
offspring to parents (Villanueva et al., 2002) but the technology is still very costly, particularly 
given the fact that fish need to be retyped each time family assignment is required (e.g. if trait  
records are obtained at different times). The combined use of DNA markers and physical 
markers such as PIT tags can avoid this problem. The breeding candidates need to be 
physically tagged so that those to be selected can be easily traced at time of mating. In addition 
to remove the need for separate rearing, use of DNA markers allows to increase the numbers of 
individuals and families which can be tracked (increasing thus the scope for genetic 
improvement), to compute exact genetic relationships, to control inbreeding and to monitor 
changes in genetic variability (e.g. Verspoor and Villanueva, 2002). Tissue samples needed 
could be also used for typing for markers linked to loci affecting economically important traits. 
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In today’s family based breeding programs, a sample of tagged individuals from all families is 
pooled and raised as breeding candidates preferably in a commercial farm environment. The 
high fecundity of fish allows the use of data from full-sib families replicated outside the 
breeding nucleus, in the genetic evaluations. The nucleus operations could then solely focus on 
the production, tagging and distribution of test fingerlings from a large number of families, 
protecting the nucleus against accidents and disease breakdowns and securing the necessary 
number of individuals to be able to carry out effective selection (Bentsen and Gjerde, 1994). In 
this case, the breeding candidates could be raised in any type of environment producing quality 
gametes. Such a strategy will imply sib selection for all traits selected for, including those that 
can in theory be recorded on live breeding candidates.  
 
Test units. Other samples of tagged individuals from each family are raised as test animals in 
commercial farm environments where destructive carcass quality traits can be recorded or at 
facilities at which disease challenge tests can be performed. Performance data from different 
commercial farm environments can be useful for selecting fish robust to differences in 
environmental conditions given that the magnitude of genotype by environment interaction is 
marginal and does not lead to different rankings of families in different environments. Studies 
are needed to determine the minimum number of farm environments needed for eliminating the 
risk of producing animals only suited for a particular type of farm environment. Sufficiently 
connected data (see below) could be obtained with only some families reared in each test 
environment, saving thus some costs.  
 
Multiplier units. The high fecundity of fish can be fully utilised when producing grow-out 
animals since these will be slaughtered and inbreeding is not an issue as it is in the breeding 
nucleus. This makes the expense of maintaining broodstock low and facilitates concentration 
of resources in one or few multiplier units. The genetic gain obtained in the nucleus may 
therefore effectively be disseminated throughout the industry with a minimum time lag. How 
this should be done most efficiently will vary with species and needs further study.  
 
Currently, all grow-out farmers are offered animals with similar genetic material that 
represents more or less the average genetic level in the nucleus. The potential for producing a 
more customised genetic material suited for specific farm environments and market segments 
should be investigated. Grow-out animals could for example be produced from the best 
nucleus breeders for a single or few traits on request (in contrast with the nucleus where 
selection is for the overall aggregate genotype), preferably from progeny tested (see below) 
male and female breeders with highly accurate breeding values. However, the number of top 
quality breeders from the nucleus and consequently the number of grow-out animals may be 
limited. If early survival can be improved in the highly prolific marine species, a small number 
of breeders may still supply a large-scale commercial operation. Another alternative could be 
to establish separate selection lines outside the breeding nucleus. Each line could be 
reproduced using top male breeders from the nucleus with highly accurate breeding values for 
the desired trait(s) and female breeder from the line using individual selection. Individual 
selection of both male and female breeders within the line is also a possibility but it is 
restricted to traits that can be recorded on the live breeding candidates. No tagging of animals 
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will then be required in the line and several lines can thus be maintained at a relatively low 
cost (e.g. by keeping several lines, tagged with fin-clipping, in the same rearing unit). After a 
few generations of selection the line(s) with highest market potential could be multiplied.  
 
SELECTION AND MATING 
Selection methods. Individual (mass) selection is an efficient method to improve traits that 
may be recorded on the live breeding candidates and that show medium to high heritabilities. 
The method should be well suited for a trait like growth rate, which is a high priority trait in 
most aquaculture operations. However, mass selection for growth rate in fish has often given 
poor results, possibly caused by inadequate hatchery management practices that results in 
detrimental inbreeding. Simulation studies have shown the importance of using a sufficient 
number of breeders and of restricting and standardising the number of progeny tested per 
family (Gjerde et al., 1996 , Bentsen and Olesen, 2002). 
 
For traits that may not be recorded on the live breeding candidates, selection is usually based 
on the performance of their full and/or half-sibs (sib selection), which may be produced in 
abundance in fish species. Sib records improve the accuracy of selection, in particular for traits 
with low heritability, but their use require that the parental assignment can be traced by 
physical tags or molecular markers. 
 
Some species are multiple spawners making progeny testing of both males and female breeders 
possible. For other species (e.g. salmonids) progeny testing requires that technology for 
reliable cryopreservation of milt is made available. In particular for species with a long 
generation interval, records on progeny may be available for genetic evaluation long before the 
progeny reach sexual maturity and thus available for selection. In that case, selection could be 
performed among the parents based on their progeny as well as own and sib records and used 
to produce a second crop of progeny, either for use in the nucleus or for the production of 
grow-out animals. However, progeny testing proofs with high accuracy will require that each 
male (female) is mated to more females (males) than optimal when utilising only own and/or 
sib records. 
 
Substantial non-additive genetic variation has recently been detected within populations (Rye 
and Mao, 1998 ; Pante et al., 2001). A systematic exploitation of this variation may favour 
factorial over nested mating designs and be possible by repeated mating of progeny tested 
broodstock pairs or by development of specialized parent lines through some type of recurrent 
reciprocal selection (e.g. Toro, 1998).  
 
In the future, genotype selection for performance traits may become feasible (marker assisted 
or direct selection on quantitative trait loci or QTL’s). The optimal way to use this molecular 
information however needs to be determined, particularly when the breeding objective includes 
several traits (see Woolliams and Avendaño in this Congress). 
 
Control of inbreeding. The distinctive reproductive characteristics in fish allow for accurate 
estimation of breeding values and for high selection intensities and therefore high short-term 
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selection responses. However, high selection intensities and accuracies may result in a rapid 
accumulation of inbreeding that can jeopardise further genetic improvement, reduce fitness and 
performance and produce highly variable responses (Meuwissen and Woolliams, 1994). 
Implementation of measures for restricting inbreeding is therefore essential.  
 
Recently a series of techniques have been developed for finding optimal designs of breeding 
programs that give maximum genetic gains with constraints on inbreeding in schemes under 
mass (Gjerde et al., 1996 ; Villanueva et al., 1996, 2000), sib index (Villanueva and 
Woolliams, 1997) and BLUP selection (Meuwissen, 1997 ; Grundy et al., 1998, 2000 ; 
Meuwissen and Sonesson, 1998). These techniques provide a set of tools to manage genetic 
variation within a breeding population and have been extended to mixed inheritance models 
where a QTL segregates together with polygenes (see Woolliams in this Congress). The 
optimisation tools generally deal with normally distributed traits that can be measured on live 
breeding candidates but many traits of economic importance in fish do not fulfil these 
requirements (e.g. survival, carcass quality and disease resistance traits). Thus there is need for 
investigating and possible extending the current theory to provide selection tools for scenarios 
relevant to fish species. 
 
Natural mass spawning in which several male and female breeders are kept in the same tank is 
often used when producing grow-out animals for reducing costs or because single pair mating 
or artificial stripping is difficult. Such a procedure may not be recommended for reproducing 
the breeding nucleus as the relative contribution of each breeder will be unknown and 
consequently the rate of inbreeding may become high. A procedure called walk-back selection 
(Doyle and Herbinger, 1994) has been proposed to prevent mating of close relatives by using 
DNA markers. If their genetic relationships are found to be too high, additional fish are 
selected and their pedigree identified. This procedure is repeated until the desired level of 
relatedness among the breeders is accomplished. However, with large and variable family sizes 
the number of fish that need to be genotyped may become high. 
 
Most current fish breeding programs are based on practically closed breeding nucleus to 
prevent introductions of breeders from less improved populations. This may result in long-term 
accumulation of inbreeding and loss of genetic variation. Even low levels of migration (i.e. an 
open breeding nucleus strategy) is effective to break up inbreeding and (re)introduce genetic 
variation (Falconer and MacKay, 1996). The migrants could come from selected populations 
with similar genetic performance. However, introduction from inferior (wild) populations will 
often be the only but difficult option (Osman and Robertson, 1968) in farmed fish species.  
 
Mating Systems. Optimisation tools have mainly dealt with selection decisions, assuming that 
the selected parents are mated at random. However, a considerable number of non-random 
mating systems have been proposed to control inbreeding (Caballero et al., 1996 ; Sonesson 
and Meuwissen, 2000) implying that their application could lead to higher gains without 
increases in inbreeding. Especially for the nucleus, the reproductive characteristics of fish 
imply a high potential for non-random mating strategies that have not been investigated to 
date. Also, very few attempts have been made to optimise simultaneously selection and mating 
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decisions, and they have failed in controlling inbreeding in the medium and long term (Toro 
and Perez-Enciso, 1990). For large populations, the problem of obtaining the best selection and 
mating decisions in a single step becomes very large. Genetic algorithms may prove to be 
useful for solving this complex optimisation problem (e.g. Shepherd and Kinghorn, 1998).  
 
CONNECTEDNESS 
Breeding programs need efficient procedures to obtain accurate and unbiased estimates of 
breeding values to maximise genetic gain and to obtain unbiased estimates of genetic changes.  
Unbiased estimates can only be obtained if environmental and genetic differences across levels 
of fixed effects are accounted for (Sorensen and Kennedy, 1984). BLUP methodology offers 
this possibility provided that there is sufficient connectedness in the data (Kennedy and Trus, 
1993 ; Hanocq et al., 1996) but studies on the optimal level needed in fish programs have not 
yet been undertaken. 
 
In fish breeding programs the question of which is the appropriate level of connectedness 
arises when (a) only a proportion of the families of the breeding population are reared at all 
test units for saving costs; (b) several cohorts of families are produced at different times of the 
year; (c) genetic material is exchanged between different breeding nuclei to reduce inbreeding 
and increase intensity of selection; and (d) sires and/or dams are reused over generations (e.g. 
for  monitoring genetic changes).  
 
Connected data can be obtained either from parent-offspring relationships only (type 1 ties) or 
from parents having offspring with records (type 2 ties) across levels of fixed effects. In some 
species it may be possible to create an adequate number of type 2 ties by keeping random bred 
control groups or by repeated mating of parental pairs used previously. However, maintaining 
stable control groups requires substantial resources in terms of testing capacity (Gow and 
Fairfull, 1990) and repeated mating requires that both sires and dams are kept alive over 
generations. The alternative is to reuse some sires (including use of frozen semen) or dams 
only. It is therefore important to investigate whether type 1 ties are sufficient or if additional 
type 2 ties are needed. 
 
TRAITS DIFFICULT TO MEASURE 
The lack of appropriate technologies for recording traits of economic importance on live 
breeding candidates represent a challenge in fish breeding programs. With such technologies 
available, the same genetic gain could be obtained with smaller numbers of fish and families 
(or higher gains could be obtained with the same resources). Developments of such 
technologies should therefore be encouraged, in particular for feed consumed and for carcass 
quality (fat, colour, texture) and disease resistance traits. 
 
Feed is the largest cost item in intensive fish production and constraint the production in 
situations with limited feed quota or resources. Direct selection for feed efficiency is not 
currently possible since feed intake measurements are not feasible in large scale breeding 
programs. Today, indirect response is obtained mainly through selection for increased growth 
and decreased body fat. However, this indirect selection response will decline with increasing 
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growth rate and will cease when body fat has reached an optimum level. Further improvement 
in feed efficiency must therefore be obtained through direct selection (Thodesen et al., 2001). 
This will require technology to measure feed intake for families or ideally individual fish.  
 
Growth rate is in general measured as body weight at a fixed age adjusted for initial age 
differences. This may not be the best measure of growth rate, particularly if the fish are 
marketed at a fixed body weight. Moreover, at a fixed age individual fish may have reached 
different maturity status, making inferences in particular about genetic correlations of growth 
with other traits (e.g. body fat) difficult. In this respect, growth rate expressed in days to a 
fixed weight is to be preferred. To obtain such records requires technology for gently and 
repeatedly grading of the fish according to weight. 
 
Reliable records for carcass fat and fat distribution can be obtained by computerized 
tomography (Rye, 1991), but a less expensive and portable equipment are needed for this to 
become feasible for live breeding candidates. Similarly, technology to record flesh colour and 
texture on live breeding candidates is not yet available. 
 
Selection for improved disease resistance can be obtained by using full-sib family challenge 
test data (Gjedrem and Gjøen, 1995). Although the traits considered are non-linear, a normal 
linear model is currently used for prediction of breeding values. Apart from the non-linear 
nature of the observations, this type of model does not include important information available 
in the data (e.g. the shape of the survival curve). Alternative methods such as non-linear 
survival models (Ducrocq and Casella, 1996), would allow a more efficient use of data so that 
the number of tested fish per family could be lowered, the test period shortened and the genetic 
gain increased. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Even if remarkable improvements of additive genetic performance have been obtained in fish 
breeding programs, the application of livestock selection theory to farmed fish is still in its 
early stages. The opportunities for continued progress are good, but further investigations are 
needed to adapt the full range of quantitative genetics tools to these new species. 
Complementary techniques like molecular genetics, sex and chromosome manipulations 
(Hulata, 2002) may add progress and need to be accommodated to current selection programs. 
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